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ABSTRACT
The paper considers rapid calculations of light distributions in a tissue for photodynamic
therapy. The delivery system considered is a single optical fiber, although other configurations are
easily modeled. The influence of optical heterogeneities in the tissue is considered.
The optical distributions surrounding an optical fiber within a tissue can be well approximated
by a point source of light placed one "reduced mean free path" (mfp') in front of the fiber tip. One
mfp' equals 1I(tL,a + ji(1-g)). Then the simple diffusion theory expression for 3D diffusion from a
point source predicts the light distribution in the tissue.
The influence of optical heterogeneities in the tissue can also be well approximated. A method
is described for representing regions of increased absorption (such as a region with increased
vascularity) as virtual sources of "negative radiant power" such that linear superposition of the true
primary source and the virtual sources yields the net light distribution in the heterogeneous tissue.
The method is rapid, flexible, and generally accurate to within about 15 % error. The method yields
light distributions in optically complex tissues.
1. INTRODUCTION
During photodynamic therapy, the ability of light to penetrate a tissue is limited by absorbing
and scattering properties of the tissue. A tumor often will have optical properties not too dissimilar
from the surrounding normal tissue, but the presence of increased tumor vascularity may increase the
local average absorption coefficient. Also, as PDT proceeds, the effect of PDT on the tumor
vasculature in some cases has been reported to be an increase in the density of blood in the tumor
which further decreases the light penetration.
This paper addresses two issues: (1) What is the light distribution around an optical fiber
imbedded within a homogeneous tissue? (2) How can one calculate the effect of optical
heterogeneities caused by regions of increased light absorption (such as increased blood content)?
2. THEORY
2.1 An optical fiber within a homogeneous tissue
When an imbedded optical fiber delivers light to a homogeneous tissue, the light distribution
(fluence rate, F, [W/cm2]) can be well predicted in regions distant from the source by the simple
diffusion theory expression. If the source has a power of 1 W, the fluence rate is:
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F(r) = 1 exp(-rTh) [W/cm2]
41tJ.taö r
1
mfp' = ta+ps(1g)
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(1)
(2)
where is the optical penetration depth:
[cm]
"/3 La (J.ta + j.(1-g))
The light appears to diffuse from a central source point (r = 0) which is located just in front of
the optical fiber (see Fig. 1). The distance between the tip of the fiber and the apparent center of the
spherical diffusion field is one "reduced mean free path" (mfp'):
___________
(3)
This data for this conclusion is not shown here, but is the result of our computer simulations and
experiments.
Fig. 1: When an optical fiber delivers light, a wave of spherical light diffusion is generated whose
center is located 1 mfp' in front of the tip of an optical fiber.
2.2 A single small absorbing object within a homogeneous tissue
To treat the case of regions of increased absorbance within an otherwise homogeneous tissue, a
simple method of calculation was devised. Assume there is a single point source of light (So [W])
located at the origin of our coordinate system.
Consider a very small volume (Vi) of tissue which has an absorption coefficient (P-al)which is
elevated relative to the surrounding tissue with homogeneous optical properties (Ja, jig, g). The
center of the small volume is at a distance ri from the point source at the origin. The amount of light
incident on that volume is specified:
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F(r1) = S0C(r1) = S0 exp(-ri/)
41CP'a r
where C(ri) refers to the coupling factor [cm2] between the source So [W] and the fluence
[W/cm2]at position ri and is identica' to Eq. 1 . The amount of light additionally absorbed by the
small volume, relative to the background absorption, is well approximated by the calculation:
Qi = (i.ti - ha) F(ri) V1 [W] (5)
The influence of this locally absorbed power Qi on the overall light field can be approximated by
assigning a source value, S1 = -Qi, to a virtual point source of light centered on the small volume,
negative in sign, which superimposes a negative field of fluence rate onto the original field due to the
primary source at the origin.
Therefore, the net field of light at any position r, or (x, y, z), is described:
so exp(-r/) s1 exp(-rTh) (6)F(r) =
41t1..Laö2
r 41t1a& r
where r is the distance from the point source at the origin to some observation point (x, y, z):
r = x2+y2+z2 (7)
and r* refers to the distance between the observation point (x, y, z) and the position of the small
volume (xi, yi,
r* (x - xi)2 + (y - yi)2 + (z -zi)2 (8)
and the term S1 has a negative value:
Si = (J.taiJia)F(11)Vi (9)
The above example illustrates the case of a single small object with only a slightly elevated
absorption coefficient relative to that of the surrounding tissue. Therefore, the small object only
slightly perturbs the light field. The fluence rate at the center of the volume is approximately equal to
the mean of the fluence at the front and rear of the volume along the axis defined by the origin and
the position of the volume.
2.3 Multiple absorbing objects
If there are several small absorbing objects within the tissue, their influence can still be
calculated using superposition. However, one must allow for the mutual influence of the objects on
each other. With many objects, some objects will shade other objects from the primary source.
Despite the interaction of the many objects, the problem remains a linear system which can be solved
by standard matrix operations. In this section, we first present the solution as an iterative matrix
calculation to illustrate the nature of the solution. In the next section, we restate the solution as
solvable by standard matrix operations.
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Let us continue to assume a single point source at the origin, although this is not in general a
necessary restriction. The primary source is So 1W]. Consider N small absorbing objects in the tissue.
Each object can act as a virtual source once the power of absorption by each object is specified.
Hence, the various sources, So and S1 to SN, can be expressed as a source vector S.
The coupling between the primary source So and each object can be calculated by Eq. 1. Also,
the coupling between each virtual source S and the other N-i virtual sources can also be calculated.
The general form of the coupling coefficient, is:
1 exp(-rij/) (iO)
1J — ', .. L J
41t1a0' r11
where the distance between the ith and th object is nj:
nj = f(xj - xj)2 + (yj - yj)2 + (Zj - Zj)2 (11)
The collection of all coupling coefficients constitutes a coupling matrix C.
For the special case of j = i, the value is zero which causes trouble in the denominator of
Eq. 10. In this case, the value of Cli is calculated by the following expression based on a uniform
distribution of energy deposition within the small (spherical) absorbing object whose radius is R:
C11 =
4ICR3J
(i - (RTh + 1)exp(-RTh)) {cnr2] (12)
The fluence rates F1 at each ith object can be calculated by the sum:
N (13)F =
j=O
The set of fluence rates F can be expressed as a fluence rate vector F.
Combining the fluence rate vector F, the coupling matrix C, and the source vector S into a
single expression yields:
F=CS
or (14)
rFil TCio C11 C12 . C1N -f SO
I F2 I I C20 C21 C22 . . C2N I 1F3
=
C30 C31 C32 C3N
LNJ LCNO CN1 CN2 : C1N
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Initially, let the sources Si to SN equal zero. The first calculation of F is:
F1 = CoSo (15)
Then the S vector is updated based on the new F:
Si = - (Pai J.La) FV1 for i = 1 to N (16)
Now, each object has a negative virtual source value S1. The matrix multiplication is repeated to yield
a new F vector which now includes some negative influence imposed by all the virtual sources. In
other words, the interaction between all virtual sources is affecting the fluence rate at each object.
Accounting for such interaction properly accounts for the shading of some objects by other objects.
Again, the S vector is recalculated. This cyde of calculating F then S is iterated until the values
for S stabilize to within some convergence criteria. The iteration is described by the algorithm:
repeat F = C S (compute fluences at objects} (17)
for i = 1 to N do (update sources}
Si = F1 (J.ai.La) V1
until (convergence criteria is met)
Once S has converged, the fluence rate at any arbitrary point r, or (x, y, z), can be calculated:
N
exp(-rTh) (18)F(r)= S1 A Jai
where
rj = (x - Xj)2 + (y - yj)2 + (z - Zj)2 (19)
2.4 Alternative standard matrix solution
The above section describes the solution by iterative matrix operations in order to better
illustrate to some readers how the various objects interact. But a more concise description is given by
the matrix identity relation:
S = MS
or (20)
rSol ri 0 0.. 0 tSo
I S1 M M11 M12 . . M1N I S1
I S2 M M21 M22 . . M2N I S2
I I
=
M30 M31 M32 . . M3N
LSNJ L MNO MN1 MN2 MNN LSN
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where
exp(-riTh) (21)Mij(JLajj.La)Vi
47tP'arij
and
_____________________
nj = "sJ (Xj - Xj)2 + (y - Yj)2 + (Zj - Zj)2 (22)
The solution of Eq. 20 involves standard linear matrix operations to transform M into an identity
matrix. The operations also transform the S vector which yields the solution for S. (So is positive and
Si for i > 0 is negative if jij> and positive if jii < ha).
3. AN EXAMPLE
To illustrate the use of the above method, we considered the light distribution in a tissue from
a single optical fiber with two spherical tumors that presented regions ofincreased absorption (Fig. 2).
The background optical properties of the tissue were (p, g) equal (0.1 cm4, 120 cm1, 0.9) which
are typical for many tissues in the red region (-63O nm) of the visible spectrum. The optical
penetration depth, , equaled 0.52 cm. The two spherical tumors had the same scattering properties
as the background tissue, but the absorption coefficient was increased to 1 cnr1 due to increased
vascularity. These choices do not represent all or most tumors, but were simply for illustration.
fiber
apparent
-z source one mip'
from fiber
+y
—:-
Fig. 2: Geometry of example problem: two spherical tumors and one optical fiber.
The primary source was an isotropic point source located one mfp' (or 0.083 cm) from the tip
of the fiber; i.e., the source was at (x, y, z) equal (0, 0, -0.38 cm). The two spheres had a diameter of
0.2 cm and were located at (0, +Y cm, 0) and (0, -Y cm, 0), where the positions were varied.
The two 0.2-cm diameter spheres were subdivided into 57 closest-packed spherical objects
(Fig. 3). Consequently, the problem involved one source and (2)(57) or 114 objects. Each object had
a radius such that its volume (V) constituted 1/57th of the original spherical tumor volume (Vi). Each
object presented a sufficiently small optical depth such that it met the criterion that it only slightly
perturbed the background light field.
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The problem was solved with the two spherical tumors located either 0.4 cm or 0.8 cm apart.
Solving the problem involved the following steps. First, the positions of each of the 114
objects were established. Then the coupling coefficients, C, were calculated. Then the iterative
matrix multiplication was executed until the sum of all Si had converged to within I part in a iO,
which took only 9 iterations. Finally, the fluence rate at a 30x30 grid of positions were calculated and
compared with the the fluence rate in the absence of the objects to yield the relative fluence rate:
relative F = F+0b fluence rate with object
R0b
= fluence rate without object
(23)
The iterative matrix calculation was very rapid. The program was written in standard ANSI C
and run on a Sun workstation. The program execution, including storage of results on a hard disk,
required only about 8s.
The spatial distribution of the relative F is shown in the Figs. 5 and 6 for the 0.4-cm and 0.8-
cm spacings between the tumors. The perspective of these figures is first illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3: Each spherical tumor was subdivided into 57 closest-packed spherical objects. This
subdivision allowed the solution to account for how the front portion of each tumor closest to the
point source shaded the rear portion of each tumor.
Fig. 4: Perspective used for Figs. 5 and 6 for the example problem shown in Fig. 2. The relative
fluence rate, F+0b1/R0b1, shows the effect of the two spherical tumors on the background field of light.
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Fig. 5: The relative fluence rate, F+0b/F0b, for the example depicted in Fig. 2, using the perspective
shown in Fig. 4. The two 0.2-cm-diameter spherical tumors were placed 0.8 cm apart. The optical
penetration depth, ö, for the background tissue was 052cm. Contour lines have equal value spacings.
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Fig. 6: The relative fluence rate, F+obj/F0b, for the example depicted in Fig. 2, using the perspective
shown in Fig. 4. The two 0.2-cm-diameter spherical tumors were placed 0.4 cm apart. The optical
penetration depth, ö, for the background tissue was 0.52 cm. Contour lines have equal value spacings.
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4. CONCLUSION
(1) Light dosimetry from an optical fiber can be well approximated by a point source placed
one mfp' from the tip of the fiber. (This conclusion is based on computer simulations and
experiments not presented in this paper.)
(2) The influence of absorbing structures within the tissue, such as a tumor with elevated
vascularity, can be approximated by subdividing large objects into smaller objects then treating the
power additionally absorbed (above the background absorption) by each small object as a virtual
source of negative power. Linear superposition of the primary and virtual sources using matrix
calculations yields the values of the virtual sources which properly accounts for the shading of some
objects by others. Once the virtual sources are specified, simple linear superposition of the
contributions from the primary and virtual sources to any point in the field can be calculated.
Although this paper does not present information on the accuracy of this method, work in
progress shows that accuracy is generally within about 15% relative to more accurate (but slow)
calculation methods.
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